A part of Towergate Insurance

Footman James, part of Towergate Insurance, is one
of the leading specialists in providing tailored cover
for Private Clients. Founded in 1983, we have over
35 years’ worth of knowledge and a true passion for
taking care of classic owners and looking after the
classic vehicle industry. We currently insure over
£1.3bn worth of Private Client’s vehicles and
collections.
What we offer
We recognise the need for our Private Clients to
protect their high value assets. Our Private Clients
team can insure your entire vehicle collection under
one policy.
This can include cars and bikes, classic and modern
vehicles, kit cars, super and hypercars, and more whether they are on the road or laid-up. There is
also no maximum limit to the number of vehicles or
vehicle value.
Plus, we can provide cover for newly acquired
vehicles for up to 5 days before being informed and
for driving other classics for collections £500,000 or
above. There is no upper value limits on collections.
Key policy benefits include:
•

Minimum value required of £150,000 (single
vehicle or collection)

•
•

•
•
•

Insurance provided by A/A+ rated insurance
companies.
Protected no claims bonus can be included at
no additional cost (maximum no claims bonus
required)
Super car, hyper car cover (mileage restrictions
may apply and named driver only cover)
Agreed Value - an independent valuation may
be required
Driving other cars cover available

Easy access expertise
From your first enquiry, to putting cover in place for
your client and beyond; our Account Handlers will
guide you through the process and answer any
enquiries you may have throughout the lifetime of
your client’s policy.
We will work with you to provide an excellent
service to your clients and are more than happy to
share our classic vehicle expertise. Our Private
Clients team is incredibly experienced, with an
average service length of over 13 years at Footman
James.
The Private Client team can be contacted on
0333 207 6053
*Subject to acceptance criteria and policy limits will
apply
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